Low-frequency changes in finger volume in patients after surgery, related to respiration and venous pressure.
In patients after surgery, we observed large-amplitude low-frequency changes in digital plethysmograph measurements when DC coupling of the signal was used. We set out to assess factors that might contribute to these events and in particular to test the possibility that low-frequency signals could be used to assess respiratory disturbances. We recorded values in 23 patients who had undergone gynaecological surgery. We measured nasal flow, abdominal pressure (by urinary catheter), venous pressure in the hand, and DC-coupled optical transmission plethysmography. Signals were replayed and analysed to assess the incidence of specific patterns of events. Most patients received morphine for postoperative analgesia. Respiratory irregularity and expiratory muscle action were very frequent. Increases in abdominal pressure during expiration caused increases in venous pressure and pulsation. In 12 out of 23 patients, a characteristic response consistent with vasoconstriction was noted after increases in breath size, and, in seven patients, very-low-frequency (0.2-0.7 Hz) oscillations of finger volume were present that appeared unrelated to respiratory events. Patients who did not receive morphine had very different plethysmograph patterns, with significantly smaller pulse amplitude. Low-frequency changes in finger volume can be simply obtained and provide considerable information about peripheral circulatory dynamics. Diverse patterns can be recognized, but the range of responses suggests that current techniques cannot be used alone to assess cardiorespiratory status. However, a combination of plethysmography with respiratory measurements shows characteristic events.